PLEURAL MESOTHELIOMA: CASE-REPORT OF UNCOMMON OCCUPATIONAL ASBESTOS EXPOSURE IN A SMALL FURNITURE INDUSTRY
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Abstract
The relationship between asbestos exposure and malignant mesothelioma is no longer disputed, although it is not always easy to trace past occupational exposure. This report describes a case of uncommon asbestos exposure of a small furniture industry worker, who subsequently died of pleural malignant mesothelioma, to stress the crucial importance of a full reconstruction of the occupational history, both for legal and compensation purposes. Sarcomatoid pleural mesothelioma was diagnosed in a 70-year-old man, who was previously employed as a carpenter in a small furniture industry. He worked for about 6 years in the small factory, was exposed to asbestos during the assembly of the furniture inspired by classical architecture, in which asbestos cement tubes were used to reproduce classical columns. During this production process no specific work safety measures were applied, nor masks or local aspirators. No extra-professional exposure to asbestos was identified. This mesothelioma case was investigated by the Public Prosecutor’s assignment that commissioned expert evidence on the legal accountability for the disease. Despite its uncommon expositive circumstance, the length of latency (about 30 years), the duration of exposure, the clinical and histochemical features are all consistent with literature evidence, accounting for the occupational origin of this malignancy.
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INTRODUCTION
To date, the causal relationship between asbestos exposure and malignant mesothelioma (MM) is no longer disputed [1]. Occupational exposure, especially among men, could account for the large majority of MM cases, with an attributable risk varying between 30–80% across different populations [2,3]. When para-occupational exposure (e.g., living near an asbestos factory or handling clothes contaminated with asbestos, due to occupational exposure) are added to the occupational ones, the attributable factor can rise to > 95% [4].

In Italy, among the incident MM cases in the period 1993–2004, occupational asbestos exposure was observed in 69.3%, while para-occupational exposure was observed in 9.1%. These results amount to 81% of MM cases with occupational exposure when only men were considered [5]. Geographical variations in the mesotheliomas burden are often strictly related to the distribution of asbestos-using industries in the past [5–8], thus a substantial part of non-occupational MM cases could be explained by such environmental exposure [9].
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Despite that, it is not always easy to detect past asbestos exposure, especially in work activities, in which asbestos use is unexpected, that led to the classification of exposure to this mineral fiber of several MM cases as “unknown.” Here we describe the case of a carpenter occupationally exposed to asbestos during his employment in a small furniture industry. Although carpenters have been frequently observed to be an occupational group at high risk of MM [10,11], the evidence generally regards large groups of construction workers [12,13], or carpenters employed in the building industry, electricity supply or manufacture of products containing asbestos [14]. Nevertheless, some recent studies indicate carpenters as workers employed in industries, in which asbestos exposure could be considered secondary and somehow unexpected [15,16]. Moreover, the furniture industry is not considered as a traditional branch, in which asbestos exposure may occur [17], making it more difficult to attribute the disease to professional exposure. Thus, highlighting this possible asbestos exposure is essential, especially when we deal with small industries or self-employed workers.

Following these considerations, the aim of this case-report is to highlight unexpected and peculiar asbestos exposure, to stress the importance of a comprehensive, punctual and accurate reconstruction of the work history when dealing with MM cases, both for legal purposes and for compensation.

CASE DESCRIPTION

Pleural mesothelioma was diagnosed in a carpenter, formerly employed in a small furniture factory. No other asbestos-related disease was present at hospital admittance for dry cough and severe dyspnoea, while a patient suffered from diabetes, dyslipidemia, hypertension and Parkinson disease. The definite diagnosis of mesothelioma was made in 2012 on the basis of histological and immune-histochemical features. In particular, the patient had a sarcomatoid malignant mesothelioma at the right pleura, with a histochemical pattern showing positive vimentin and calretinin results, and negative carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). Also due to the presence of a significant comorbidity that contraindicated an aggressive therapy, the worker died in the same year, 6 months diagnosis following.

The patient had worked as a carpenter in several small furniture companies from 1960 to 2001. No exposure to asbestos has been traced in these companies, except for one in which the patient worked from 1982 to 1989, for a total number of 74 months. His job consisted in the assembly of several types of furniture (e.g., bookcases, shelves, tables, coat hangers, etc.) of a particular patented line inspired by classical architecture. Therefore, to reproduce classical columns, asbestos-cement tubes were used. To be more specific, the patient had to cut asbestos tubes with a common circular saw to obtain the needed length before the assembly and then to drill the same tubes or to insert anchors. All these tasks exposed the patient to the inhalation of dusts containing asbestos fibers.

During this production process, no specific work safety measures were applied, nor masks or local aspirators. Moreover, despite the use of materials containing asbestos, no measurement of airborne fibers concentration is available for this factory and, probably, none was carried out before it had closed down. Furthermore, no information is available concerning the type of asbestos fiber involved in this case, however, it is likely to be a mixture of chrysotile and crocidolite, commonly used in Italy for asbestos cement products [18].

No extra-professional exposure to asbestos was identified. Direct environmental contact seemed not to be an issue of particular concern, given that the patient had the same environmental exposure as the general population. Para-occupational exposure (due to hobbies or similar) have not been tracked, and likely none was present.

The analysis of the job history was considered consistent with occupational exposure to asbestos due to the worker’s specific job task, also considering the long time interval
(about 30 years) elapsed between the employment start and the diagnosis.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**
Carpenters are often considered as an occupational category at high risk of asbestos exposure and, consequently, at high risk of MM. Conversely, scarce and not recent evidence is present for the furniture industry, in which asbestos exposure is sometimes neglected or misclassified [17,19]. These issues could limit the recognition of these MM cases as occupational diseases and the relative claim for compensation [20].
When asbestos exposure has occurred in tasks regarding self-employed workers, or groups of few workers, or in small factories with a few laborers (as in this case), it is difficult to retrospectively reconstruct the occupational history and to assess the risk due to asbestos. Despite these issues, in our opinion, it is crucial to fully investigate the MM cases, both for legal and compensation purposes. This MM case was investigated by the Public Prosecutor’s assignment that commissioned expert evidence on the legal accountability for the disease. Thus, clinical records, an occupational assessment, an interview with the patient, his relatives and workmates were provided directly from the judicial authority. These documents, along with the reconstruction provided independently by the Italian Mesothelioma Registry, an “active registry” devoted exclusively to this disease [11], allowed us to classify this case as an occupational one, despite its uncommon expositive circumstance.
In particular, the length of latency (about 30 years), the duration of exposure (about 6 years), the clinical onset of the disease and the histochemical features, are consistent with the literature evidence. Indeed, a significant increase in mesothelioma risk has been observed also for short lengths of exposure of about 5 years [21].
No direct information is available on the asbestos fiber type involved in this exposure. As shown by studies regarding Italian asbestos-cement factories, both crocidolite and chrysotile were used to produce tubes, in a varying percent of the dry weight [18]. Thus, it is probable that the patient was exposed to both.
This report provides further proofs of the importance of a comprehensive reconstruction of occupational exposure, especially in those MM cases, in which the link with a productive branch known to be asbestos-exposing is not clearly evident.
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